Trimming sucks. But it doesn’t have to. The new Twister T4 transforms the game by using patent-pending trimming technology to do the work for you. It makes your life easier and your pockets fatter. And remember: Machines don’t need lunch.
• **SoftTumble™ Technology** - Small tumbler diameter combined with polished stainless steel non-stick surface ensures flowers experience minimal impact via less wall crawl and shorter tumble distance.

• **Low-Touch Trimming** - Flowers subjected to low levels of human handling.

• **Lightweight and Portable** - Your little sister can carry it and your trunk will transport it.

• **Expandable** - Connect two, three or even four T4’s together for mind-blowing gains in performance.

• **No Setup or Tools Required** - Simply plug into a 110V outlet and play.

• **Painless Customer Service** - You got a problem, you call us and we make it right. Period.

• **Twister Track Record** - When you buy a Twister, you’re investing in a brand with a decade of research and development behind it. You’re buying the most advanced and maintenance-free trimming system on the planet.

---

**Twister T4 Trimmer [24-9007-00-P]**

- Input Voltage: 115V
- Current Draw: 2A
- Blade Motor: 200W / 0.25HP
- Tumbler Motor: 6W / 1/125HP
- Cut Height: .040in / 1mm
- Weight: 56lbs / 25.4kg
- Length: 25in / 63.5cm
- Width: 15in / 38.1cm
- Height: 16.5in / 42cm
- Discharge: 5in / 127mm

**Twister T4 Leaf Collector [23-0170-01-P]**

- Input Voltage: 115V
- Motor: 1HP
- Amps (running): 10A
- Amps (startup): 53A
- Motor Speed: 3450RPM
- Airflow Capacity: 1190CFM
- Static Pressure: 6.45in of H2O
- Impeller: 10in / 25.4cm
- Inlets: 5.1/2in / 139.7mm
- Weight: 58lbs / 26.3kg
- Length: 25in / 63.5cm
- Width: 15in / 38.1cm
- Height: 19in / 48.3cm
- Circuit Breaker Required: 15A / 120V
- Connector (plug): 15A 120V (NEMA 5-15)
- Sound Rating: 77 db
- Fused: Yes